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Many features of granular media can be modeled as a ﬂuid of hard spheres with
inelastic collisions. Under rapid ﬂow conditions, the macroscopic behavior of
grains can be described through hydrodynamic equations. At low density, a
fundamental basis for the derivation of the hydrodynamic equations and explicit expressions for the transport coeﬃcients appearing in them is provided
by the Boltzmann kinetic theory conveniently modiﬁed to account for inelastic binary collisions. The goal of this chapter is to give an overview of the
recent advances made for binary granular gases by using kinetic theory tools.
Some of the results presented here cover aspects such as transport properties,
energy nonequipartition, instabilities, segregation or mixing, non-Newtonian
behavior, etc. In addition, comparison of the analytical results with those obtained from Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations is also carried
out, showing the reliability of kinetic theory to describe granular ﬂows even
for strong dissipation.

10.1 Introduction
Granular systems have attracted the attention of the physics community in
the past few years, in part because the behavior of these systems under many
conditions exhibit a great similarity to ordinary ﬂuids [1]. These conditions
include rapid, dilute ﬂows where the dominant transfer of momentum and
energy is through binary collisions of the grains. The main diﬀerence from
ordinary ﬂuids is the absence of energy conservation, leading to both obvious
and subtle modiﬁcations of the usual macroscopic balance equations as well as
the constitutive equations for the irreversible ﬂuxes. However, in spite of the
utility of hydrodynamics to describe rapid granular ﬂows, there are still some
open questions about its domain of validity and the associated constitutive
equations appearing in the hydrodynamic equations [2].
To isolate the eﬀects of such collisional dissipation from other important properties of granular media, an idealized microscopic model system is
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usually considered: a system composed by smooth hard spheres with inelastic
collisions. As in the elastic case, the collisions are speciﬁed in terms of the
change in relative velocity at contact but with a decrease in the magnitude of
the normal component measured by a positive coeﬃcient of restitution α ≤ 1.
This parameter distinguishes the granular ﬂuid (α < 1) from the ordinary
ﬂuid (α = 1). Given that the hard sphere system with elastic collisions has
been widely studied for both equilibrium and nonequilibrium statistical mechanics [3], it is tempting to apply the same methods for the case of inelastic
collisions. However, some care is warranted in translating properties of ordinary ﬂuids to granular ﬂuids. In this presentation, a kinetic theory description
based on the Boltzmann kinetic equation (which applies at suﬃciently low
density) will be considered as the appropriate tool to study granular ﬂows
from a microscopic point of view.
Although many eﬀorts have been devoted in the past few years to the
understanding of granular ﬂuids, the derivation of the form of the constitutive equations with explicit expressions for the transport coeﬃcients is still a
subject of interest and controversy. The conditions to obtain a hydrodynamic
description are expected to be similar to those for normal ﬂuids. For a given
initial state there are two stages of evolution. First, during the kinetic stage
there is rapid velocity relaxation to a “universal” velocity distribution that
depends on the average local density, temperature, and ﬂow velocity. Subsequently, the hydrodynamic stage is described through a slower evolution of
these local hydrodynamic ﬁelds as they approach uniformity. The solution to
the Boltzmann equation in this second stage is said to be normal, where all
space and time dependence of the distribution function occurs through the
macroscopic hydrodynamic ﬁelds. The Chapman–Enskog method [4] provides
a constructive means to obtain an approximation to such a solution for states
whose spatial gradients are not too large. In this case, the explicit form of this
normal solution is given as a perturbation expansion in the spatial gradients of
the ﬁelds. This solution is then used to evaluate the ﬂuxes in the macroscopic
balance equations in terms of these gradients. To lowest order the balance
equations become the granular Euler equations while to second order they are
the granular Navier–Stokes equations. In carrying out this analysis, explicit
forms for the transport coeﬃcients are obtained as functions of the coeﬃcient
of restitution and other parameters of the system. In this general context, the
study of hydrodynamics for granular gases is the same as that for ordinary
ﬂuids.
The derivation of hydrodynamics from the inelastic Boltzmann equation
has been widely covered in the case of a monodisperse gas where the particles
are of the same mass and size. As for elastic collisions, the transport coeﬃcients are given in terms of the solutions of linear integral equations [5, 6],
which are approximately solved by using Sonine polynomial expansions. The
estimates for the transport coeﬃcients provided by the Sonine solution compare in general quite well with both direct Monte Carlo simulation (DSMC)
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of the Boltzmann equation and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the
gas, even for relatively strong degrees of dissipation [7, 8, 9, 10]. This good
agreement supports the formal theoretical analysis and the claim that hydrodynamics is not limited to nearly elastic particles [11, 12, 13].
Nevertheless, a real granular system is generally characterized by some
degrees of polydispersity in density and size, which leads to phenomena very
often observed in nature and experiments, such as separation or segregation.
Needless to say, the study of granular mixtures is much more complicated than
for a monodisperse gas since not only the number of transport coeﬃcients in
a multicomponent system is higher than that of a single gas, but also they
depend on parameters such as masses, sizes, composition as well as several
independent coeﬃcients of restitution αij . Due to these diﬃculties, studies for
multicomponent gases are more scarce in the literature. Many of the previous
attempts [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] to derive hydrodynamics from kinetic
theory were carried out in the quasi-elastic limit where the equipartition of
energy can be considered as an acceptable assumption. In addition, according
to this level of approximation, the inelasticity is only accounted for by the
presence of a sink term in the energy balance equation, so that the expressions for the transport coeﬃcients are the same as those obtained for ordinary
ﬂuids. However, the theoretical prediction of the failure of energy equipartition in multicomponent granular gases [21] has been conﬁrmed by computer
simulations [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31], and even observed in real
experiments [32, 33].
Although the possibility of nonequipartition was already pointed out many
years ago [34], it has not been until recently that a systematic study of the
eﬀect of nonequipartition on the Navier–Stokes hydrodynamic equations has
been carefully carried out [35, 36]. These new equations and associated transport coeﬃcients provide a somewhat more stringent test of the analysis since
the parameter space is much larger. As in the monodisperse case, explicit expressions for the transport coeﬃcients requires also to consider Sonine polynomial expansions. The numerical accuracy of this Sonine expansion has been
conﬁrmed by comparison with Monte Carlo simulations of the Boltzmann
equation in the cases of the shear viscosity [37] and the tracer diﬀusion [38]
coeﬃcients. Exceptions to this agreement are extreme mass or size ratios and
strong dissipation, although these discrepancies between theory and simulation diminish as one considers more terms in the Sonine polynomial approximation [38].
The explicit knowledge of the Navier–Stokes transport coeﬃcients allows
quantitative application of the nonlinear hydrodynamic equations to a number
of interesting problems for granular mixtures, such as to quantify the violation of the Einstein relation [39, 40] or the Onsager reciprocal relations [36],
the stability analysis of the homogeneous cooling state [36], and segregation induced by a thermal gradient [41]. In all the cases, the analysis clearly
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shows the important role played by the inelasticity in the diﬀerent physical
situations.
The analogy between rapid granular ﬂow and ordinary ﬂuids can also be
extended to many other transport situations. A particularly simple case, allowing detailed analysis even in far from equilibrium conditions is the simple
or uniform shear ﬂow (USF) problem. Macroscopically, it is characterized by
uniform density and temperature and a constant mean velocity proﬁle. This
is a well-known nonequilibrium problem widely studied, for both granular
monodisperse [13, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] and
ordinary gases [57]. Nevertheless, the nature of this state is quite diﬀerent
in each system. While for elastic ﬂuids the temperature increases monotonically in time due to viscous heating, a steady state is possible for granular
media when the eﬀect of the viscous heating is exactly compensated by the
dissipation in collisions. Thus, in the steady state, there is an intrinsic connection between the shear ﬁeld and dissipation, so that the collisional cooling sets the strength of the velocity gradient. As a consequence, the USF
state is inherently non-Newtonian and the rheological properties of the system cannot be obtained from the Navier-Stokes description, at least for ﬁnite
dissipation [58].
The aim of this chapter is to oﬀer a short review of recent results obtained for binary granular mixtures from the Boltzmann kinetic theory. It is
structured as follows. The Boltzmann kinetic equation for a granular binary
mixture and its associated macroscopic balance equations are introduced in
Sect. 10.2. Section 10.3 deals with the solutions to the Boltzmann equation
for homogeneous states in the free cooling case as well as when the mixture is
heated by an external thermostat. The Chapman–Enskog method around the
local version of the homogenous distributions obtained in Sect. 10.2 is applied
in Sect. 10.3 to get the form of the Navier–Stokes hydrodynamic equations.
Theoretical results for the diﬀusion and shear viscosity transport coeﬃcients
are compared with simulation data in Sect. 10.5, while the Einstein and the
Onsager relations for granular mixtures are analyzed in Sects. 10.6 and 10.7,
respectively. The dispersion relations for the hydrodynamic equations linearized about the homogeneous cooling state are obtained in Sect. 10.8, showing that the homogeneous reference state is unstable to long-wavelength perturbations. The conditions for stability are identiﬁed as functions of the wave
vector, the dissipation, and the parameters of the mixture. Segregation due to
thermal diﬀusion is studied in Sect. 10.9 by using the Navier–Stokes description. A new criterion for segregation is found that is consistent with recent
experimental results. Section 10.10 deals with the USF problem for a granular
mixture. Finally, the paper concludes in Sect. 10.11 with a discussion of the
results presented here.
Before ending this section, I remark that the present account is a personal
perspective based on the author’s work and that of his collaborators so that
no attempt is made to include the extensive related work of many others in
this ﬁeld. The references given are selective and apologies are oﬀered at the
outset to the many other important contributions not recognized explicitly.
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10.2 Boltzmann Kinetic Equation for Binary Mixtures
of Inelastic Hard Spheres
Consider a binary granular mixture composed by smooth inelastic disks
(d = 2) or spheres (d = 3) of masses m1 and m2 , and diameters σ1 and σ2 . The
inelasticity of collisions among all pairs is characterized by three independent
constant coeﬃcients of restitution α11 , α22 , and α12 = α21 , where αij ≤ 1 is
the coeﬃcient of restitution for collisions between particles of species i and j.
Since the spheres are assumed to be perfectly smooth, only the translational
degrees of freedom of grains are aﬀected by dissipation. In the low-density
regime, a simultaneous interaction of more than two particles is highly unlike
and so can be neglected. Consequently, in a dilute gas the interactions among
the particles reduce to a succession of binary collisions. At this level of description, all the relevant information on the state of the system is contained
in the one-body velocity distribution functions fi (r, v; t) (i = 1, 2) deﬁned so
that fi (r, v; t)drdv is the most probable (or average) number of particles of
species i which at time t lie in the volume element dr centered at the point
r and moving with velocities in the range dv about v. For an inelastic gas,
the distributions fi (r, v; t) (i = 1, 2) for the two species satisfy the coupled
nonlinear Boltzmann equations [59, 60]

∂t + v · ∇ +


2

Fi ∂
+ Fi fi (r, v, t) =
·
Jij [v|fi (t), fj (t)] ,
mi ∂v
j=1

(10.1)

where the Boltzmann collision operator Jij [v|fi , fj ] is


d−1
Jij [v1 |fi , fj ] = σij
σ · v12 )
dv2 d)
σ Θ()
σ · v12 )()
 −2

× αij fi (r, v1 , t)fj (r, v2 , t) − fi (r, v1 , t)fj (r, v2 , t) . (10.2)
) is
In Eq. (10.2), d is the dimensionality of the system, σij = (σi + σj ) /2, σ
an unit vector along the line of centers, Θ is the Heaviside step function, and
v12 = v1 − v2 is the relative velocity. The primes on the velocities denote the
initial values {v1 , v2 } that lead to {v1 , v2 } following a binary (restituting)
collision:


−1
()
σ · v12 ))
σ,
v1 = v1 − μji 1 + αij


−1

v2 = v2 + μij 1 + αij ()
σ · v12 ))
σ,
(10.3)
where μij ≡ mi / (mi + mj ). In addition, Fi denotes an external conservative
force acting on species i (such as a gravity ﬁeld) and Fi is an operator representing a possible eﬀect of an external nonconservative forcing which injects
energy into the system to compensate for the energy dissipated by collisional
cooling. This type of force acts as a thermostat that tries to mimics a thermal
bath. Some explicit forms for the operator Fi will be chosen later.
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The relevant hydrodynamic ﬁelds for the mixture are the number densities
ni , the ﬂow velocity u, and the temperature T . They are deﬁned in terms of
moments of the velocity distribution functions fi as

ni = dv fi (v) ,
(10.4)
2


ρu =


mi

i=1

nT = p =

2


ni Ti =

i=1

dv vfi (v) ,

2

mi
i=1

d

dv V 2 fi (v) ,

(10.5)

(10.6)

where V = v − u is the peculiar velocity, n = n1 + n2 is the total number
density, ρ = m1 n1 + m2 n2 is the total mass density, and p is the pressure.
Furthermore, the third equality of Eq. (10.6) deﬁnes the kinetic temperatures
Ti for each species, which measure their mean kinetic energies.
The collision operators conserve the particle number of each species and
the total momentum, but the total energy is not conserved:

dv Jij [v|fi , fj ] = 0 ,
(10.7)


mi dv vJij [v|fi , fj ] + mj dv vJji [v|fj , fi ] = 0 ,
(10.8)
2 
2



dvV 2 Jij [v|fi , fj ] = −dnT ζ .

mi

(10.9)

i=1 j=1

In Eq. (10.9), ζ is identiﬁed as the total “cooling rate” due to collisions among
all species. It measures the rate of energy loss due to dissipation. At a kinetic
level, it is also convenient to introduce the “cooling rates” ζi for the partial
temperatures Ti . They are deﬁned as
ζi =

2

j=1

ζij = −

2 
mi 
dv V 2 Jij [v|fi , fj ] ,
dni Ti j=1

(10.10)

where the second equality deﬁnes the quantities ζij . The total cooling rate ζ
can be written in terms of the partial cooling rates ζi as
ζ=T

−1

2


xi Ti ζi ,

(10.11)

i=1

where xi = ni /n is the mole fraction of species i.
From Eqs. (10.7)–(10.9), the macroscopic balance equations for the number
densities ni , the total momentum density ρu, and the energy density (d/2)nT
can be obtained. They are given, respectively, by [35]
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=0,
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2

ρDt u + ∇ · P =
ni Fi ,

Dt ni + ni ∇ · u +

2
T  ∇ · ji
2
Dt T −
+
n i=1 mi
dn

i=1



∇ · q + P : ∇u −

2

Fi · ji
i=1

mi
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(10.12)
(10.13)

= −(ζ − ξ) T .
(10.14)

In the above equations, Dt = ∂t + u · ∇ is the material derivative,

ji = mi dv V fi (v)

(10.15)

is the mass ﬂux for species i relative to the local ﬂow,
P=

2



mi

dv VV fi (v)

(10.16)


2

mi
q=
dv V 2 V fi (v)
2
i=1

(10.17)

i=1

is the total pressure tensor, and

is the total heat ﬂux. On the right-hand side of the temperature equation
(10.14), the source term ξ (measuring the rate of heating due to the external
thermostat) is given by

2
1 
mi dvV 2 Fi fi (v).
ξ=−
dnT i=1

(10.18)

In the balance equations (10.12)–(10.14) it is assumed that the external driving thermostat does not change the number of particles of each species or the
total momentum, i.e.,

(10.19)
dv Fi fi (v) = 0 ,
2



mi

dv v Fi fi (v) = 0.

(10.20)

i=1

The utility of the balance equations (10.12)–(10.14) is limited without
further speciﬁcation of the ﬂuxes and the cooling rate, which in general have
a complex dependence on space and time. However, for suﬃciently large space
and time scales, one expects that the system reaches a hydrodynamic regime in
which all the space and time dependence is given entirely through a functional
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dependence on the six hydrodynamic ﬁelds ni , u, and T . The corresponding
functional dependence of ji , P, and q on these ﬁelds are called constitutive
equations and deﬁne the transport coeﬃcients of the mixture. The primary
feature of a hydrodynamic description is the reduction of the description from
many microscopic degrees of freedom to a set of equations involving only six
local ﬁelds. At a kinetic level, the constitutive equations are obtained when
one admits the existence of a normal solution to the Boltzmann equation
where the velocity distribution functions depend on r and t only through
their functional dependence on the ﬁelds, namely,
fi (r, v1 , t) = fi [v1 |ni (r, t), T (r, t), u(r, t)].

(10.21)

This normal solution is generated by the Chapman–Enskog method [4] conveniently adapted to dissipative dynamics. Since the method is based on an
expansion around the local version of the homogeneous state, let us characterize it before considering inhomogeneous solutions.

10.3 Homogeneous States
In this section we are interested in spatially homogeneous isotropic states. In
this case, we assume that the magnitude of the conservative external forces is
at least of ﬁrst order in the spatial gradients (i.e., Fi = 0), so that Eq. (10.1)
becomes

Jij [fi , fj ].
(10.22)
(∂t + Fi ) fi =
j

For elastic collisions (αij = 1) and in the absence of external forcing (Fi = 0),
it is well known that the long-time solution to (10.22) is a Maxwellian distribution for each species at the same temperature T . However, if the particles
collide inelastically (αij < 1) and Fi = 0, a steady state is not possible in
uniform situations since the temperature decreases monotonically in time.
This state is usually referred to as the homogeneous cooling state (HCS). In
this situation, since ni is uniform and u = 0, the normal (hydrodynamic)
solution to fi requires that all its time dependence occurs only through the
temperature T (t). Consequently, fi (v, t) must be of the form [21]
fi (v, t) = ni v0−d (t)Φi (v/v0 (t)) ,

(10.23)

,
where v0 (t) = 2T (t)(m1 + m2 )/ (m1 m2 ) is a thermal speed deﬁned in terms
of the temperature T (t) of the mixture. The balance equations (10.12)–(10.14)
to this order become ∂t xi = ∂t u = 0, and T −1 ∂t T = −ζ, where the cooling
rate ζ is determined by Eq. (10.9). In addition, from Eqs. (10.10) and (10.22)
(when Fi = 0) one can derive the time evolution for the temperature ratio
γ = T1 (t)/T2 (t):
(10.24)
∂t ln γ = ζ2 − ζ1 .
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The fact that the distributions fi depend on time only through T (t) necessarily
implies that the temperature ratio γ must be independent of time and so, Eq.
(10.24) gives the condition
(10.25)
ζ1 = ζ2 = ζ.
In the elastic case, where fi is a Maxwellian distribution, the above condition
yields T1 (t) = T2 (t) = T (t) and the energy equipartition applies. However, in
the inelastic case, the equality of the cooling rates leads to diﬀerent values for
the partial temperatures, even if one considers the Maxwellian approximation
to fi . Nevertheless, the constancy of γ assures that the time dependence of
the distributions is entirely through T (t), and in fact the partial temperatures
can be expressed in terms of the global temperature as
T1 (t) =

γ
T (t),
1 + x1 (γ − 1)

T2 (t) =

1
T (t).
1 + x1 (γ − 1)

(10.26)

Just as for the single gas case [59, 61], the exact form of Φi has not yet been
found, although a good approximation for thermal velocities can be obtained
from an expansion in Sonine polynomials [21]. In the leading order, Φi is given
by
Φi (v ∗ ) →



θi
π

Here, v ∗ ≡ v/v0 ,

d/2

e−θi v

∗2




d(d + 2)
ci
1+
θi v ∗4 − (d + 2)θi v ∗2 +
.
4
4
(10.27)
θi =

2
mi  −1
m ,
γi j=1 j

(10.28)

and γi = Ti /T . The coeﬃcients ci (which measure the deviation of Φi from
the reference Maxwellian) are determined consistently from the Boltzmann
equation. The explicit form of the approximation (10.27) provides detailed
predictions for the temperature ratio T1 /T2 (through calculation of the cooling
rates) and for the cumulants ci as functions of the mass ratio, size ratio,
composition, and coeﬃcients of restitution [21]. The numerical accuracy of this
truncated Sonine expansion has been conﬁrmed by comparison with Monte
Carlo [62] and MD [63] simulations.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the existence of diﬀerent temperatures
for each species has been observed in real experiments of driven steady states.
These states are achieved from external forces that do work at the same rate
as collisional cooling. In experiments this is accomplished by vibrating the
system so that it is locally driven at walls. Far from these walls a steady state
is reached whose properties are expected to be insensitive to the details of
the driving forces. Due to the technical diﬃculties involved in incorporating
oscillating boundary conditions, it is usual to introduce external forces (or
thermostats) acting locally on each particle. These forces are represented by
the operator Fi in Eq. (10.22) and depend on the state of the system. Two
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types of thermostats have been usually considered in the literature. One is a
deterministic thermostat widely used in nonequilibrium MD simulations for
ordinary ﬂuids [64, 65]. The force is similar to a Stokes law drag force, linear
in the velocity, but with the opposite sign so that it heats rather than cools
the system. In this case, Fi is given by [37, 66]
1 ∂
ζi
[vfi (v)] ,
(10.29)
2 ∂v
where the friction constant in the force has been adjusted to get a constant
temperature in the long-time limit. It must be remarked that the corresponding Boltzmann equation (10.22) for this Gaussian thermostat force is formally
identical with the Boltzmann equation in the HCS (i.e., with Fi = 0) when
both equations are written in terms of the reduced distributions Φi (v ∗ ) [66].
In particular, the dependence of γ on the parameters of the system is the same
with and without the Gaussian thermostat.
A second method of driving the system is by means of a stochastic
Langevin force representing Gaussian white noise [67]. The corresponding operator Fi has a Fokker–Planck form [61]
 2
∂
1 Ti
ζi
fi (v) ,
(10.30)
Fi fi (v) = −
2 mi
∂v
Fi fi (v) =

where for simplicity the covariance of the stochastic acceleration has been
taken to be the same for each species [68, 69]. This requirement gives the
steady-state condition
T1
T2
ζ1 =
ζ2 .
(10.31)
m1
m2
The cooling rates ζi are no longer equal, in contrast to the HCS, and the dependence of γ on the control parameters is diﬀerent as well [63]. The procedure
for determining the temperature ratio and the cumulants ci is the same as in
the HCS state since the steady-state distribution Φi can also be represented
as an expansion of the form (10.27) and the coeﬃcients are now determined
from the solution to the Boltzmann equation (10.22). The condition (10.31)
gives the corresponding equation for the temperature ratio.
Figure 10.1 illustrates the diﬀerences between the HCS and the stochastic
steady state at the level of the temperature ratio T1 /T2 . We have considered mixtures constituted by spheres (d = 3) of the same material [and so,
αij = α, and m1 /m2 = (σ1 /σ2 )3 ] and equal volumes of large and small particles [i.e., x2 = (σ1 /σ2 )3 x1 ]. Here, for simplicity, the cooling rates have been
analytically estimated by using Maxwellians (namely, by taking ci = 0) for
the distributions fi (v):

1/2
2
2

θi + θj
4π (d−1)/2 
d−1
  v0
ζi =
ζij →
nj μji σij
θi θj
dΓ d2
j=1
j=1

μji
θi + θj
(1 + αij )
×(1 + αij ) 1 −
.
(10.32)
2
θj
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Fig. 10.1. Temperature ratio T1 /T2 versus the size ratio σ1 /σ2 for αij ≡ α = 0.78
in the case of mixtures constituted by particles of the same material and equal total
volumes of large and small particles. The lines are the kinetic theory results in (a)
the stochastic driving case and (b) the free cooling case, while the points refer to
MD simulations [70]

Simulation data recently obtained from MD simulations in agitated mixtures
have also been included [70]. The experimental value of the (common) coefﬁcient of restitution is α = 0.78. While a good agreement between kinetic
theory and MD simulations is found when the gas is assumed to be driven
by the stochastic thermostat, signiﬁcant discrepancies appear in the undriven
(HCS) case, especially as the size ratio σ1 /σ2 increases. These results contrast
with the comparison made by Brey et al. [71, 72] for agitated mixtures in the
tracer limit (x1 → 0), where the predictions of the temperature ratio from
kinetic theory based on the condition ζ1 = ζ2 compare quite well with MD
simulations. However, for the cases studied in [71, 72], conditions (10.25)
and (10.31) yield quite similar results for the dependence of T1 /T2 on the parameters of the system. The good agreement found in Fig. 10.1 between MD
simulations for agitated mixtures and kinetic theory suggests that the stochastic driving condition can be considered as a plausible ﬁrst approximation for
qualitative comparisons with experimental results [32, 33].

10.4 Navier–Stokes Hydrodynamic Equations
We now consider a spatially inhomogeneous state created either by initial
preparation or by boundary conditions. We are interested in a hydrodynamic
description where the state of the system is completely speciﬁed through their
hydrodynamic ﬁelds. This implies that the latter dominate over other excitations for times large compared to the mean free time and for wavelengths large
compared to the mean free path. The hydrodynamic regime is characterized
by the existence of a normal solution to the Boltzmann equation which can be
explicitly obtained by means of the Chapman–Enskog method [4]. For small
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spatial variations, the functional dependence (10.21) of the normal solution
can be made local in space and time through an expansion in gradients of the
ﬁelds:
(0)

fi = fi

(1)

+  fi

+ ··· ,

(10.33)

where each factor of  means an implicit gradient of a hydrodynamic ﬁeld.
(0)
The reference distribution function fi (r, v, t) is the local version of the homogeneous distribution (10.23), namely, it is obtained from the homogeneous
distribution by replacing the temperature, densities, and ﬂow velocity by their
nonequilibrium values:
fi (r, v, t) = ni (r, t)v0−d (T (r, t))Φi (V /v0 (T (r, t))) ,
(0)

(10.34)

where V = v − u(r, t). The time derivatives of the ﬁelds are also expanded as
(0)
(1)
∂t = ∂t + ∂t + · · · . The coeﬃcients of the time derivative expansion are
identiﬁed from the balance equations (10.12)–(10.14) with a representation
of the ﬂuxes and the cooling rate in the macroscopic balance equations as a
similar series through their deﬁnitions as functionals of fi .
This is the usual Chapman–Enkog method for solving kinetic equations [4,
57, 73]. Nevertheless, the complexity introduced by the energy dissipation in
collisions has led to the introduction by some authors [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]
of some additional approximations, restricting the validity of most of the results to the small inelasticity limit. Only very recently, explicit expressions
for the ﬂuxes to ﬁrst order in the gradients as explicit functions of the coeﬃcients of restitution have been obtained [35, 37, 74]. To Navier–Stokes order,
the constitutive equations for mass, momentum, and heat ﬂuxes are given,
respectively, by

m1 m2 n
ρ
ρ
D∇x1 − Dp ∇p − D ∇T +
χ1i Fi ,
ρ
p
T
i=1
2

(1)

j1 = −



(1)

Pk


2
= p δk − η ∇ uk + ∇k u − δk ∇ · u ,
d

q(1) = −T 2 D ∇x1 − L∇p − λ∇T +

2


κi Fi .

(1)

(1)

j2 = −j1 ,
(10.35)
(10.36)
(10.37)

i=1

The transport coeﬃcients in these equations are the diﬀusion coeﬃcient D,
the pressure diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dp , the thermal diﬀusion coeﬃcient D , the
mobility coeﬃcient χij , the shear viscosity η, the Dufour coeﬃcient D , the
pressure energy coeﬃcient L, the thermal conductivity λ, and the coeﬃcient
κi . These coeﬃcients are deﬁned as

ρ
(10.38)
D=−
dv V · A1 ,
dm2 n
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m1 p
dv V · B1 ,
dρ

m1 T
D = −
dv V · C 1 ,
dρ

1
dv V · E ij ,
χij =
d

2

1
η=−
mi
dv VV : D i ,
(d − 1)(d + 2) i=1

2
1  mi

D =− 2
dv V 2 V · Ai ,
dT i=1 2

2
1  mi
L=−
dv V 2 V · Bi ,
d i=1 2

2
1  mi
λ=−
dv V 2 V · C i ,
d i=1 2

2
1  mi
dv V 2 V · E ij .
κi =
d j=1 2
Dp = −

(10.39)
(10.40)
(10.41)
(10.42)

(10.43)

(10.44)

(10.45)

(10.46)

Here, Ai (V), Bi (V), C i (V), D i (V), and E ij (V) are functions of the peculiar
velocity and the hydrodynamic ﬁelds. They obey the following set of coupled
linear integral equations:
 (0) 


∂cζ
(0)
(0)
−cζ (T ∂T + p∂p ) + F1 + L1 A1 + M1 A2 = A1 +
∂x1
p,T

× (pB1 + T C 1 ) ,
 (0) 


∂cζ
(0)
(0)
−cζ (T ∂T + p∂p ) + F2 + L2 A2 + M2 A1 = A2 +
∂x1

(10.47a)

× (pB2 + T C 2 ) ,

(10.47b)

p,T



(0)

(0)

(0)

−cζ (T ∂T + p∂p ) + F1 + L1 − 2cζ



(0)

B1 + M1 B2 = B1 +

T cζ

C1 ,

p

(10.48a)


(0)

(0)

(0)

−cζ (T ∂T + p∂p ) + F2 + L2 − 2cζ



B2 + M2 B1 = B2 +

(0)
T cζ

p

C2 ,

(10.48b)
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(0)

pcζ
1 (0)
(0)
(0)
B1 ,
−cζ (T ∂T + p∂p ) + F1 + L1 − cζ C 1 + M1 C 2 = C1 −
2
2T
(10.49a)



(0)

(0)
−cζ

(T ∂T + p∂p ) +

(0)
F2

pcζ
1 (0)
B2 ,
+ L2 − cζ C 2 + M2 C 1 = C2 −
2
2T
(10.49b)


(0)
(0)
−cζ (T ∂T + p∂p ) + F1 + L1 D 1 + M1 D 2 = D1 ,


(0)
(0)
−cζ (T ∂T + p∂p ) + F2 + L2 D 2 + M2 D 1 = D2 ,




(0)
(0)
−cζ (T ∂T + p∂p ) + F1 + L1 E 11 + M1 E 21 = E11 ,


(0)
(0)
−cζ (T ∂T + p∂p ) + F1 + L1 E 12 + M1 E 22 = E12 .

(10.50a)
(10.50b)

(10.51a)
(10.51b)

Here, we have introduced the linearized Boltzmann collision operators


(0)
(0)
(0)
(10.52)
L1 X = − J11 [f1 , X] + J11 [X, f1 ] + J12 [X, f2 ] ,
(0)

M1 X = −J12 [f1 , X],

(10.53)
(0)

with a similar deﬁnition for L2 and M2 . In addition, cζ = ζ (0) in the undriven
(0)

case while cζ = 0 in the driven case, where ζ (0) is given by Eq. (10.9) to
zeroth order, i.e.,
ζ (0) = −


2
2
1 
(0)
(0)
mi dvV 2 Jij [v|fi , fj ] .
dnT i=1 j=1

(10.54)

In Eqs. (10.47a)–(10.51b) we have also introduced the operators
1 (0) ∂
ζ
· (VX) , (Gaussian thermostat) ,
2 i ∂V

2
∂
1 Ti (0)
(0)
Fi X = −
ζ
X, (stochastic thermostat) ,
2 mi i
∂V
(0)

Fi X =

and the quantities


Ai (V) = −

∂ (0)
f
∂x1 i

(10.55a)
(10.55b)


V,

(10.56)

p,T




∂ (0)
1 (0)
nT
f
,
Bi (V) = − fi V +
p
ρ
∂V i

1
1 ∂  (0) 
(0)
· Vfi
V,
Ci (V) =
fi +
T
2 ∂V

(10.57)
(10.58)
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∂ (0) 1
∂ (0)
f −
f
I,
V·
∂V i
d
∂V i




∂ (0) 1
ρj
fi
δij −
Eij (V) = −
.
∂V
mj
ρ

Di (V) = V

(10.59)
(10.60)

Here, I is the unit tensor in d dimensions and ρi = mi ni is the mass density of
species i. Upon writing Eqs. (10.47a)–(10.51b) use has been made of the fact
that there is no contribution to the cooling rate at this order, i.e., ζ (1) = 0.
(1)
As a consequence, Fi = 0. The property ζ (1) = 0 is special of the low(1)
density Boltzmann kinetic theory (since fi does not contain any contribution
proportional to ∇ · u), but such terms occur at higher densities [75, 76]. Note
that in the particular case of the gravitational force Fi = mi g (where g is
the gravity acceleration), the combination m1 E11 + m2 E12 = 0. This leads to
E ij = 0, and so there are no contributions to the mass and heat ﬂuxes coming
from the external conservative forces.
In summary, the solutions to the Boltzmann equations to ﬁrst order in the
spatial gradients are given by [35]

(0)
E ij · Fj . (10.61)
fi = fi + Ai · ∇x1 + Bi · ∇p + C i · ∇T + D i : ∇u +
j

The solution to zeroth order is obtained from Eq. (10.22) while the functions
{Ai , Bi , C i , D i , E ij } are determined from the integral equations (10.47a)–
(10.51b). Once these equations are solved, the Navier–Stokes transport coeﬃcients are obtained from Eqs. (10.38)–(10.46) and the mass, momentum, and
heat ﬂuxes are explicitly known. These ﬂuxes, together with the macroscopic
balance equations (10.12)–(10.14), provide the closed set of Navier–Stokes order hydrodynamic equations for a granular binary mixture. All these results
are still formally exact and valid for arbitrary values of the coeﬃcients of
restitution.
However, explicit expressions for the Navier–Stokes transport coeﬃcients
require to solve the integral equations (10.47a)–(10.51b). Accurate approximations for {Ai , Bi , C i , D i , E ij } may be obtained using low-order truncation
of expansions in a series of Sonine polynomials. The polynomials are deﬁned
with respect to a Gaussian weight factor whose parameters are chosen such
that the leading term in the expansion yields the exact moments of the entire distribution with respect to 1, v, and v 2 . The procedure is similar to the
one followed for elastic collisions [4] and yields explicit expressions for the
transport coeﬃcients in terms of the parameters of the mixture [35, 36, 74].

10.5 Comparison with Monte Carlo Simulations
As said before, the expressions derived for the Navier–Stokes transport coefﬁcients are obtained by considering two diﬀerent approximations. First, since
(0)
the deviation of fi from its Maxwellian form is quite small in the region
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of thermal velocities, one uses the distribution (10.27) as a trial function for
(0)
fi . Second, one only considers the leading terms of an expansion of the dis(1)
tribution fi in Sonine polynomials. Both approximations allow one to oﬀer
a simpliﬁed kinetic theory for a granular binary mixture. To assess the degree of accuracy of these predictions, one resorts to numerical solutions of the
Boltzmann equation, such as those obtained from the direct simulation Monte
Carlo (DSMC) method [77]. Although the method was originally devised for
normal ﬂuids, its extension to granular gases is straightforward [66]. In this
section we provide some comparisons between theory and numerical solutions
of the Boltzmann equation by means of the DSMC method in the cases of the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient D (in the tracer limit) and the shear viscosity coeﬃcient
η of a heated gas. Let us study each coeﬃcient separately.
10.5.1 Tracer Diﬀusion Coeﬃcient
We consider a free granular mixture (Fi = 0) in which one of the components
of the mixture (say, for instance, species 1) is present in tracer concentration
(x1 → 0). In this situation the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of impurities in a granular
gas undergoing homogeneous cooling state can be measured in simulations
from the mean square displacement of the tracer particle after a time interval
t [78]:
∂
2dD
|r(t) − r(0)|2  =
,
(10.62)
∂t
n2
where |r(t) − r(0)| is the distance traveled by the impurity from t = 0 until
time t. The relation (10.62) written in appropriate dimensionless variables to
eliminate the time dependence of D(t) can be used to measure by computer
simulations the diﬀusion coeﬃcient [8, 38].
If the hydrodynamic description (or normal solution in the context of the
Chapman–Enskog method) applies, then the diﬀusion coeﬃcient D(t) depends
on time only through its dependence
on the temperature T (t). Dimensional
,
T (t). In this case, after a transient regime,
analysis shows that D(t) ∝
the reduced diﬀusion coeﬃcient D∗ = (m1 m2 /ρ)D(t)ν
,0 (t)/T (t) achieves a
d−1
v0 (t) ∝ T (t) is an eﬀective
time-independent value. Here, ν0 (t) = nσ12
collision frequency for hard spheres. The fact that D∗ reaches a constant
value for times large compared with the mean free path is closely related
with the validity of a hydrodynamic description for the system. In addition,
as has been recently shown [79], the dependence of D∗ on the mass ratio
m1 /m2 and the coeﬃcient of restitution α12 is only through the eﬀective
mass m∗1 = m1 + (m1 + m2 )(1 − α12 )/(1 + α12 ).
The dependence of D∗ on the common coeﬃcient of restitution αij ≡ α
is shown in Fig. 10.2 in the case of hard disks (d = 2) for three diﬀerent
systems. The symbols refer to DSMC simulations while the lines correspond
to the kinetic theory results obtained in the ﬁrst Sonine approximation [35,
74]. MD results, reported in [8], when impurities and particles of the gas are
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Fig. 10.2. Plot of the reduced diﬀusion coeﬃcient D∗ as a function of the (common)
coeﬃcient of restitution α for binary mixtures with ω = μ in the case of a twodimensional system (d = 2). Here, ω ≡ σ1 /σ2 and μ ≡ m1 /m2 . The symbols are
computer simulation results obtained from the mean square displacement and the
lines are the theoretical results obtained in the ﬁrst Sonine approximation. The
DSMC results correspond to μ = 1/4 (•), μ = 4 (◦), and μ = 1 (). Molecular
dynamics results reported in [8] for μ = 1 () have also been included

mechanically equivalent have also been included. We observe that in the latter
case MD and DSMC results are consistent among themselves in the range of
values of α explored. This good agreement gives support to the applicability of
the inelastic Boltzmann equation beyond the quasielastic limit. It is apparent
that the agreement between the ﬁrst Sonine approximation and simulation
results is excellent when impurities and particles of the gas are mechanically
equivalent and when impurities are much heavier and/or much larger than the
particles of the gas (Brownian limit). However, some discrepancies between
simulation and theory are found with decreasing values of the mass ratio
μ ≡ m1 /m2 and the size ratio ω ≡ σ1 /σ2 . These discrepancies are not easily
observed in Fig. 10.2 because of the small magnitude of D∗ for μ = 1/4. For
these systems, the second Sonine approximation [38] improves the qualitative
predictions over the ﬁrst Sonine approximation for the cases in which the
gas particles are heavier and/or larger than impurities. This means that the
Sonine polynomial expansion exhibits a slow convergence for suﬃciently small
values of the mass ratio μ and/or the size ratio ω. This tendency is also present
in the case of elastic systems [80].
10.5.2 Shear Viscosity Coeﬃcient of a Heated Gas
The shear viscosity η is perhaps the most widely studied transport coeﬃcient in granular ﬂuids. This coeﬃcient can be measured in computer simulations in the special hydrodynamic state of uniform shear ﬂow (USF). At a
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macroscopic level, this state is characterized by constant partial densities ni ,
uniform temperature T , and a linear ﬂow velocity proﬁle u1,k = u2,k = ak r ,
ak = aδkx δy , a being the constant shear rate. In this state, the temperature
changes in time due to the competition between two mechanisms: on the one
hand, viscous heating and, on the other, energy dissipation in collisions. In
addition, the mass and heat ﬂuxes vanish by symmetry reasons and the (uniform) pressure tensor is the only nonzero ﬂux of the problem. The relevant
balance equation is that for temperature, Eq. (10.14), which reduces to
∂t T +
where
Pxy =

2
aPxy = −(ζ − ξ)T ,
dn

2


(10.63)


mi

dV Vx Vy fi (V)

(10.64)

i=1

is the xy-element of the pressure tensor.
For a granular ﬂuid under USF and in the absence of a thermostatting
force (ξ = 0), the energy balance equation (10.63) leads to a steady state when
the viscous heating eﬀect is exactly balanced by the collisional cooling. This
situation will be analyzed in Sect. 10.10. However, if for instance the mixture
is heated by the Gaussian thermostat (10.29) (with v → V), then the viscous
heating still prevails so that the
, temperature increases in time. In this case,
the collision frequency ν0 (t) ∝ T (t) also grows with t and hence the reduced
shear rate a∗ (t) = a/ν0 (t) (which is the relevant nonequilibrium parameter
of the problem) monotonically decreases in time. Under these conditions, the
system asymptotically achieves a regime described by linear hydrodynamics
and the (reduced) shear viscosity η ∗ = [ν0 (t)/nT (t)]η(t) can be measured as
∗
Pxy
,
t→∞ a∗

η ∗ = − lim

(10.65)

∗
where Pxy
= Pxy /nT . This procedure allows one to identify the shear viscosity of a granular mixture excited by the Gaussian external force (10.29) and
compare it with the predictions given by the Chapman–Enskog method.
In Fig. 10.3, we plot the ratio η ∗ (α)/η ∗ (1) versus the mass ratio m1 /m2
in the case of hard spheres (d = 3) for σ1 /σ2 = 1, x1 = 12 , and three different values of the (common) coeﬃcient of restitution αij ≡ α. Here, η ∗ (1)
refers to the elastic value of the shear viscosity coeﬃcient. Again, the symbols
represent the simulation data obtained by numerically solving the Boltzmann
equation [37], while the lines refer to the theoretical results obtained from the
Boltzmann equation in the ﬁrst Sonine approximation. We see that in general
the deviation of η ∗ (α) from its functional form for elastic collisions is quite
important. This tendency becomes more signiﬁcant as the mass disparity increases. The agreement between the ﬁrst Sonine approximation and simulation
is seen to be in general excellent. This agreement is similar to the one previously found in the monocomponent case [7, 10, 81]. At a quantitative level,
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Fig. 10.3. Plot of the ratio η ∗ (α)/η ∗ (1) as a function of the mass ratio m1 /m2
for σ1 /σ2 = n1 /n2 = 1 and three diﬀerent values of the (common) coeﬃcient of
restitution α: α = 0.9 (circles), α = 0.8 (squares), and α = 0.7 (triangles). The lines
are the theoretical predictions and the symbols refer to the results obtained from
the DSMC method

the discrepancies between theory and simulation tend to increase as the coefﬁcient of restitution decreases, although these diﬀerences are quite small (say,
for instance, around 2% at α = 0.7 in the disparate mass case m1 /m2 = 10).
The inﬂuence of the size ratio on the shear viscosity is shown in Fig. 10.4 for
m1 /m2 = 4 and x1 = 12 [37]. We observe again a strong dependence of the
shear viscosity on dissipation. However, for a given value of α, the inﬂuence

1.6
1.5
1.4

η*(α)/η ∗(1)

1.3
1.2
1.1
1

2

3

4

5

σ1/σ2
Fig. 10.4. Plot of the ratio η ∗ (α)/η ∗ (1) as a function of the size ratio σ1 /σ2 for
m1 /m2 = 4, n1 /n2 = 1 and three diﬀerent values of the (common) coeﬃcient of
restitution α: α = 0.9 (circles), α = 0.8 (squares), and α = 0.7 (triangles). The lines
are the theoretical predictions and the symbols refer to the results obtained from
the DSMC method
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of σ1 /σ2 on η ∗ is weaker than the one found before in Fig. 10.3 for the mass
ratio. The agreement for both α = 0.9 and α = 0.8 is quite good, except for
the largest size ratio at α = 0.8. These discrepancies become more signiﬁcant
as the dissipation increases, especially for mixtures of particles of very diﬀerent sizes. In summary, according to the comparison carried out in Figs. 10.3
and 10.4, one can conclude that the agreement between theory and simulation
extends over a wide range values of the coeﬃcient of restitution, indicating
the reliability of the ﬁrst Sonine approximation for describing granular ﬂows
beyond the quasielastic limit.

10.6 Einstein Relation in Granular Gases
The results presented in Sect. 10.5 give some support to the validity of the
hydrodynamic description to granular ﬂuids. However, in spite of this support some care is warranted in extending properties of normal ﬂuids to those
with inelastic collisions. Thus, for elastic collisions, in the case of an impurity
(tracer) particle immersed in a gas the response to an external force on the
impurity particle leads to a mobility coeﬃcient proportional to the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient. This is the usual Einstein relation [78], which is a consequence of
the ﬂuctuation-dissipation theorem. A natural question is whether the Einstein relation also applies for granular ﬂuids.
To analyze it, let us consider the tracer limit (x1 → 0) and assume that
(1)
the current of impurities j1 is only generated by the presence of a weak
concentration gradient ∇x1 and/or a weak external ﬁeld F1 acting only on
the impurity particles. Under these conditions, Eq. (10.35) becomes
(1)

j1 = −m1 D∇x1 + χ11 F1 .

(10.66)

The Einstein ratio  between the diﬀusion coeﬃcient D and the mobility
coeﬃcient χ11 is deﬁned as
 = m1 x1

D
,
T χ11

(10.67)

where T  T2 in the tracer limit. For elastic collisions, the Chapman–Enskog
results yield  = 1. However, at ﬁnite inelasticity the relationship between D
and χ11 is no longer simple and, as expected, the Chapman–Enskog expressions for D and χ11 in the case of an unforced granular gas [39] clearly show
that  = 1. This means that the Einstein relation does not apply in granular
gases. The deviations of the (standard) Einstein ratio  from unity has three
distinct origins: the absence of the Gibbs state (non-Gaussianity of the distribution function of the HCS), time evolution of the granular temperature, and
the occurrence of diﬀerent kinetic temperatures between the impurity and gas
particles. The second source of discrepancy can be avoided if the system is
driven by an external energy input to achieve a stationary state. With respect
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to the third reason of violation, this could also be partially eliminated if the
temperature of the gas T is replaced by the temperature of the impurity T1 in
the usual Einstein relation (10.67). This change yields the modiﬁed Einstein
ratio
D
.
(10.68)
 = m1 x1
T1 χ11
As a consequence, the only reason for which  = 1 is due to the non-Maxwellian
behavior of the HCS distribution. Given that the deviations of the gas dis(0)
tribution f2 from its Maxwellian form are small [21], the discrepancies of 
from unity could be diﬃcult to detect in computer simulations. This conclusion agrees with recent MD simulations [82] of granular mixtures subjected
to the stochastic driving of the form (10.30), where no deviations from the
(modiﬁed) Einstein relation  = 1 have been observed for a wide range of
values of the coeﬃcients of restitution and parameters of the system.
To illustrate the inﬂuence of dissipation on the Einstein ratio more generally, in Figs. 10.5 and 10.6 the Einstein ratio as given by (10.68) is plotted
versus the coeﬃcient of restitution α12 for σ1 /σ2 = 1 and diﬀerent values of
the mass ratio m1 /m2 and the coeﬃcient of restitution α22 . The results obtained by using the Gaussian thermostat (10.29) are shown in Fig. 10.5, while
Fig. 10.6 corresponds to the results derived when the system is heated by the
stochastic thermostat (10.30) [40]. We observe that in general  = 1, although
its value is very close to unity, especially in the case of the stochastic thermostat, where the deviations from the Einstein relation are smaller than 1%.
However, in the case of the Gaussian thermostat the deviations from unity
are about 8%, which could be detected in computer simulations. Figures 10.5
and 10.6 also show the fact that the transport properties are aﬀected by the

Fig. 10.5. Plot of the modiﬁed Einstein ratio  versus the coeﬃcient of restitution
α12 for the Gaussian thermostat in the cases: (a) α22 = α12 , m1 /m2 = 5, and
σ1 /σ2 = 1; (b) α22 = α12 , m1 /m2 = 0.5, and σ1 /σ2 = 1; and (c) α22 = 0.5,
m1 /m2 = 10, and σ1 /σ2 = 1
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Fig. 10.6. Plot of the Einstein ratio  versus the coeﬃcient of restitution α12 for
the stochastic thermostat in the cases: (a) α22 = α12 , m1 /m2 = 5, and σ1 /σ2 = 1;
(b) α22 = α12 , m1 /m2 = 0.5, and σ1 /σ2 = 1; and (c) α22 = 0.5, m1 /m2 = 10, and
σ1 /σ2 = 1

thermostat introduced so that the latter does not play a neutral role in the
problem [81].

10.7 Onsager’s Reciprocal Relations in Granular Gases
In the usual language of the linear irreversible thermodynamics for ordinary
ﬂuids [83], the constitutive equations (10.35) and (10.37) for the mass ﬂux
and heat ﬂux in the absence of external forces can be written as



∇μj
∇T
(1)
Lij
− Liq 2 − Cp ∇p ,
(10.69)
ji = −
T
T
T
j



∇μi
(1)
Jq = −Lqq ∇T −
Lqi
− Cp ∇p ,
(10.70)
T
T
i
where
(1)
J(1)
−
q ≡q

and



∇μi
T


=
T

(1)
d + 2  ji
T
2
mi
i

(10.71)

1
∇ ln(xi p),
mi

(10.72)

μi being the chemical potential per unit mass. In Eqs. (10.69) and (10.70),
the coeﬃcients Lij are the so-called Onsager phenomenological coeﬃcients
and the coeﬃcients Cp and Cp can be expressed in terms of the transport coeﬃcients associated with the heat and mass ﬂuxes. For elastic ﬂuids, Onsager showed [83] that time reversal invariance of the underlying
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microscopic equations of motion implies important constraints on the above
set of transport coeﬃcients, namely
Lij = Lji ,

Liq = Lqi ,

Cp = Cp = 0 .

(10.73)

The ﬁrst two symmetries are called reciprocal relations as they relate transport coeﬃcients for diﬀerent processes. The last two are statements that the
pressure gradient does not appear in any of the ﬂuxes, even though it is admitted by symmetry. Even for a one-component ﬂuid, Onsager’s theorem is
signiﬁcant as it leads to a new contribution to the heat ﬂux proportional to
the density gradient [5]. Since there is no time reversal symmetry for granular ﬂuids, Eq. (10.73) cannot be expected to apply. However, since explicit
expressions for all transport coeﬃcients are at hand, the quantitative extent
of the violation can be explored.
To make connection with the expressions (10.35) and (10.37) for the mass
and heat ﬂuxes, respectively, it is ﬁrst necessary to transform Eqs. (10.69)–
(10.71) to the variables x1 , p, and T . Since ∇x1 = −∇x2 , Eq. (10.72) implies

(∇μ1 )T − (∇μ2 )T
nρ
n1 n2
=
(m2 − m1 )∇ ln p .
(10.74)
∇x1 +
T
ρ1 ρ2
nρ
The coeﬃcients {Lij , Liq , Lqi , Lqq , Cp , Cp } then can be easily obtained in
terms of the Navier–Stokes transport coeﬃcients introduced in Sect. 10.4.
The result is [36]
m1 m2 ρ1 ρ2
D, L1q = ρT D ,
ρ2
T 2 ρ1 ρ2  d + 2 T ρ1 ρ2
D −
(m2 − m1 )D ,
Lq1 = −Lq2 =
nρ
2
ρ2
d + 2 m2 − m 1 
ρ
Lqq = λ −
D ,
2
m1 m2
ρ
ρ1 ρ2
(m2 − m1 )D,
Cp ≡ Dp −
p
pρ2
d + 2 T m2 − m 1
n1 n2 2
T (m2 − m1 )D .
Cp ≡ L −
Cp −
2 p m1 m2
npρ
L11 = −L12 = −L21 =

(10.75)
(10.76)
(10.77)
(10.78)
(10.79)

Onsager’s relation L12 = L21 holds since the diﬀusion coeﬃcient D is symmetric under the change 1 ↔ 2 [35]. However, in general L1q = Lq1 , Cp = 0,
and Cp = 0 [36]. The Chapman–Enskog results [35] show that there are only
two limit cases for which L1q − Lq1 = Cp = Cp = 0: (i) the elastic limit
(αij = 1) with arbitrary values of masses, sizes, and composition and (ii) the
case of mechanically equivalent particles with arbitrary values of the (common) coeﬃcient of restitution α ≡ αij . Beyond these limit cases, Onsager’s
relations do not apply. At macroscopic level the origin of this failure is due to
the cooling of the reference state as well as the occurrence of diﬀerent kinetic
temperatures for both species.
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10.8 Linearized Hydrodynamic Equations and Stability
of the Homogeneous Cooling State
As shown in Sect. 10.4, the Navier-Stokes constitutive equations (10.35)–
(10.37) have been expressed in terms of a set of experimentally accessible
ﬁelds such as the composition of species 1, x1 , the pressure p, the mean ﬂow
ﬁeld u, and the granular temperature T . In terms of these variables and in the
absence of external forces, the macroscopic balance equations (10.12)–(10.14)
become
ρ
∇ · j1 = 0 ,
(10.80)
Dt x1 + 2
n m1 m2
2
(10.81)
Dt p + p∇ · u + (∇ · q + P : ∇u) = −ζp ,
d
Dt u + ρ−1 ∇ · P = 0 ,
(10.82)

∇ · ji
T
2
(∇ · q + P : ∇u) = −ζT .
(10.83)
Dt T −
+
n i mi
dn
When expressions (10.35)–(10.37) for the ﬂuxes and the cooling rate ζ → ζ (0)
are substituted into the above exact balance equations (10.80)–(10.83) one
gets a closed set of hydrodynamic equations for x1 , u, T, and p. These are the
Navier–Stokes hydrodynamic equations for a binary granular mixture:


m1 m2 n
ρ
ρ
ρ
D∇x1 + Dp ∇p + D ∇T ,
Dt x1 = 2
∇·
(10.84)
n m1 m2
ρ
p
T
(Dt + ζ) p +



2
d+2
p∇ · u = ∇ · T 2 D ∇x1 + L∇p + λ∇T
d
d


2
2
+ η ∇ uk + ∇k u − δk ∇ · u ∇ uk ,
d
d
(10.85)


m1 m2 n
T m2 − m 1
2
ρ
p∇ · u = −
D∇x1 + Dp ∇p
∇·
dn
n m1 m2
ρ
p

 2 

2
ρ 
∇ · T D ∇x1 + L∇p + λ∇T
+ D ∇T +
T 
dn

2
2
+ η ∇ uk + ∇k u − δk ∇ · u ∇ uk , (10.86)
dn
d


2
−1
−1
Dt u + ρ ∇ p = ρ ∇k η ∇ uk + ∇k u − δk ∇ · u .
(10.87)
d

(Dt + ζ) T +

For the chosen set of ﬁelds, n = p/T and ρ = p [(m1 − m2 ) x1 + m2 ] /T .
These equations are exact to second order in the spatial gradients for a lowdensity Boltzmann gas. Note that in Eqs. (10.84)–(10.87) the second-order
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contributions to the cooling rate have been neglected. These second-order
terms have been calculated for a monocomponent ﬂuid [5] and are found to
be very small relative to corresponding terms from the ﬂuxes. Consequently,
they have not been considered in the hydrodynamic equations (10.84)–(10.87).
One of the main peculiarities of the granular gases (in contrast to ordinary
ﬂuids) is the existence of nontrivial solutions to the Navier–Stokes equations
(10.84)–(10.87), even for spatially homogeneous states,
∂t x1H = 0,
[∂t + ζ (x1H , TH , pH )] TH = 0,

∂t uH = 0 ,
[∂t + ζ (x1H , TH , pH )] pH = 0,

(10.88)
(10.89)

where the subscript H denotes the homogeneous state. Since the dependence
of the cooling rate ζ (x1H , TH , pH ) on x1H , TH , pH is known [21, 74], these
ﬁrst-order nonlinear equations can be solved for the time dependence of the
homogeneous state. The result is the familiar Haﬀ cooling law for T (t) at
constant density [1, 84]:
TH (0)
TH (t) = 
2 .
1 + ζ(0) 2t

(10.90)

As said before, each partial temperature Ti (t) has the same time dependence
but with a diﬀerent value [21],
T1H (t) =

γ
TH (t),
1 + x1 (γ − 1)

T2H (t) =

1
TH (t) ,
1 + x1 (γ − 1)

(10.91)

where γ = T1H (t)/T2H (t) is the time-independent temperature ratio.
Nevertheless, the homogeneous cooling state (HCS) is unstable to suﬃciently long-wavelength perturbations. For systems large enough to support
such spontaneous ﬂuctuations, the HCS becomes inhomogeneous at long times.
This feature was ﬁrst observed in MD simulations of free monocomponent
gases [85, 86]. In MD simulations the inhomogeneities may grow by the formation of clusters, ultimately aggregating to a single large cluster [87]; if
cluster growth is suppressed, a vortex ﬁeld may grow to the system size where
periodic boundary conditions can induce a transition to a state with macroscopic shear. The mechanism responsible for the growth of inhomogeneities
can be understood at the level of the Navier–Stokes hydrodynamics, where
linear stability analysis shows two shear modes and a heat mode to be unstable [5, 7, 84, 88].
The objective here is to extend this analysis to the case of a binary mixture.
To do that, we perform a linear stability analysis of the nonlinear hydrodynamic equations (10.84)–(10.87) with respect to this HCS for small initial
spatial perturbations. For ordinary ﬂuids such perturbations decay in time
according to the hydrodynamic modes of diﬀusion (shear, thermal, mass) and
damped sound propagation [4, 89, 90]. For inelastic collisions, the analysis
is for ﬁxed coeﬃcients of restitution in the long-wavelength limit. As will be
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seen below, the corresponding modes for a granular mixture are then quite
diﬀerent from those for ordinary mixtures. In fact, an alternative study with
ﬁxed long wavelength and coeﬃcients of restitution approaching unity yields
the usual ordinary ﬂuid modes. Consequently, the nature of the hydrodynamic
modes is nonuniform with respect to the inelasticity and the wavelength of
the perturbation.
Let us assume that the deviations δyα (r, t) = yα (r, t) − yHα (t) are small.
Here, δyα (r, t) denotes the deviation of {x1 , u, T, p} from their values in the
HCS. If the initial spatial perturbation is suﬃciently small, then for some
initial time interval these deviations will remain small and the hydrodynamic
equations (10.84)–(10.87) can be linearized with respect to δyα (r, t). This leads
to a set of partial diﬀerential equations with coeﬃcients that are independent
of space but which depend on time. As in the monocomponent case [5, 88],
this time dependence can be eliminated through a change in the time and
space variables, and a scaling of the hydrodynamic ﬁelds. We introduce the
following dimensionless space and time variables:
 t
ν0H (t)
r,
(10.92)
dt ν0H (t ), s =
τ=
v0H (t)
0
where
ν0H (t) is an eﬀective collision frequency for hard spheres and v0H =
,
2TH (m1 + m2 )/m1 m2 . Since {x1H , uH , TH , pH } are evaluated in the HCS,
then Eqs. (10.88) and (10.89) hold. A set of Fourier-transformed dimensionless
variables are then introduced as
ρk (τ ) =

δx1k (τ )
,
x1H

wk (τ ) =

δuk (τ )
,
v0H (τ )

θk (τ ) =

δTk (τ )
,
TH (τ )

Πk (τ ) =

where δyαk ≡ {δx1k , δuk , δTk , δpk } is deﬁned as

δyαk (τ ) = ds e−ik·s δyα (s, τ ).

δpk (τ )
,
pH (τ )
(10.93)

(10.94)

Note that here the wave vector k is dimensionless.
In terms of the above variables, the transverse velocity components wk⊥ =
) k
) (orthogonal to the wave vector k) decouple from the other
wk − (wk · k)
four modes and hence can be obtained more easily. They obey the equation


∂
ζ∗
∗ 2
−
+ η k wk⊥ = 0,
(10.95)
∂τ
2
where ζ ∗ = ζH /ν0H and

ν0H
2 η ,
ρH v0H
+ m2 n2H . The solution for wk⊥ (τ ) reads
η∗ =

where ρH = m1 n1H

wk⊥ (τ ) = wk⊥ (0) exp[s⊥ (k)τ ] ,

(10.96)

(10.97)
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where

1 ∗
ζ − η∗ k2 .
(10.98)
2
This identiﬁes d − 1 shear (transversal) modes. We see from Eq. (10.98) that
c
there exists a critical wave number k⊥
given by
s⊥ (k) =


c
k⊥
=

ζ∗
2η ∗

1/2
.

(10.99)

c
This critical value separates two regimes: shear modes with k ≥ k⊥
always
c
decay, while those with k < k⊥ grow exponentially.
The remaining modes are called longitudinal modes. They correspond to
the set {ρk , θk , Πk , wk|| } where the longitudinal velocity component (parallel
) These modes are the solutions of the linear equation [36]
to k) is wk|| = wk · k.


∂δzαk (τ )  (0)
(1)
(2)
= Mαβ + ikMαβ + k 2 Mαβ δzβk (τ ),
(10.100)
∂τ

'
where δzαk (τ ) now denotes the four variables ρk , θk , Πk , wk|| . The matrices
in Eq. (10.100) are given by
⎞
⎛
0
0 0 0
 ∗
⎟
⎜
1 ∗
∗
⎜ −x1 ∂ζ
0 ⎟
∂x1
2 ζ −ζ
⎟
⎜
(0)
T,p


(10.101)
M =⎜
⎟,
⎜ −x ∂ζ ∗
1 ∗
∗
0 ⎟
1 ∂x1
⎠
⎝
2 ζ −ζ
T,p
0
0 0 12 ζ ∗
⎛

00

⎜0 0
⎜
M(1) = ⎜
⎝0 0

0
0
0

12
0 0 − 12 x1μμ+x
2

0

⎞

− d2 ⎟
⎟
d+2 ⎟ ,
− d ⎠

(10.102)

0

⎛

M(2)

⎞
−1 ∗
∗
−D∗ −x−1
0
1 D −x1 Dp
(2)
(2)
⎜ M (2)
⎟
M22
M23
0
⎟,
21
=⎜
2 ∗
⎝ − 2 x1 D∗ − 2 λ∗
⎠
−
L
0
d
d
d
0
0
0
− d2 (d − 1)η ∗

where


(2)

M21 = −x1

2 ∗
1−μ
D −
D∗
d
x1 μ + x2

(10.103)


,

(10.104)

1−μ
2
D∗ − λ∗ ,
x1 μ + x2
d

(10.105)

2
1−μ
(2)
M23 = − L∗ +
D∗ .
d
x1 μ + x2 p

(10.106)

(2)

M22 =
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In these equations, μ = m1 /m2 , xi = niH /nH , and we have introduced the
reduced Navier–Stokes transport coeﬃcients1
D∗ =

ν0H
2 D,
nH v0H

D∗ =

Dp∗ =

ν0H TH 
2 D ,
nH v0H

ρ2H ν0H
2 Dp ,
m1 m2 n2H v0H
L∗ =

ν0H
2 L,
v0H

D∗ =

λ∗ =

ρ2H ν0H

2 D ,
m1 m2 n2H v0H
(10.107)

ν0H
2 λ.
nH v0H

(10.108)

The longitudinal modes have the form exp[sn (k)τ ] with n = 1, 2, 3, 4,
where sn (k) are the eigenvalues of the matrix M(k) = M(0) + ikM(1) + k 2 M(2) ,
namely, they are the solutions of the quartic equation
det |M − sI| = 0.

(10.109)

The solution to (10.109) for arbitrary values of k is quite intricate. It is instructive to consider ﬁrst the solutions to these equations in the extreme longwavelength limit, k = 0. In this case, they are found to be the eigenvalues of
the matrix of M(0) :


1 ∗ 1 ∗
ζ
ζ
=
0,
0,
−
,
s(0)
.
(10.110)
n
2
2
Hence, at asymptotically long wavelengths (k = 0) the spectrum of the linearized hydrodynamic equations (both transverse and longitudinal) is comprised of a decaying mode at −ζ ∗ /2, a two-fold degenerate mode at 0, and a
d-fold degenerate unstable mode at ζ ∗ /2. Consequently, some of the solutions
are unstable. The two zero eigenvalues represent marginal stability solutions,
while the negative eigenvalue gives stable solutions. For general initial perturbations all modes are excited. These modes correspond to evolution of
the ﬂuid due to uniform perturbations of the HCS, i.e., a global change in
the HCS parameters. The unstable modes are seen to arise from the initial
perturbations wk⊥ (0) or wk|| (0). The marginal modes correspond to changes
in the composition at ﬁxed pressure, density, and velocity, and to changes
in Πk − θk at constant composition and velocity. The decaying mode corresponds to changes in the temperature or pressure for Πk = θk . The unstable
modes may appear trivial since they are due entirely to the normalization of
the ﬂuid velocity by the time-dependent thermal velocity. However, this normalization is required by the scaling of the entire set of equations to obtain
time-independent coeﬃcients.
The real parts of the modes s⊥ (k) and sn (k) are illustrated in Fig. 10.7 in
the case of hard spheres (d = 3) for α ≡ αij = 0.9, σ1 /σ2 = 1, x1 = 0.2, and
m1 /m2 = 4. The k = 0 values correspond to ﬁve hydrodynamic modes with
two diﬀerent degeneracies. The shear mode degeneracy remains at ﬁnite k but
the other is removed at any ﬁnite k. At suﬃciently large k a pair of real modes
1

Note that the deﬁnition for the reduced diﬀusion coeﬃcient D∗ given here diﬀers
from the one introduced in Sect. 10.5.1.
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Fig. 10.7. Dispersion relations for α = 0.9, x1 = 0.2, ω = 1, and μ = 4

become equal and become a complex conjugate pair at all larger wave vectors,
like a sound mode. The smallest of the unstable modes is that associated with
the longitudinal velocity, which couples to the scalar hydrodynamic ﬁelds. It
becomes negative at a wave vector smaller than that of Eq. (10.99) and gives
the threshold for development of spatial instabilities.
The results obtained here for mixtures show no new surprises relative to
the case for a monocomponent gas [5, 84, 88], with only the addition of the
stable mass diﬀusion mode. Of course, the quantitative features can be quite
diﬀerent since there are additional degrees of freedom with the parameter set
{x1H , m1 /m2 , σ1 /σ2 , αij }. Also, the manner in which these linear instabilities
are enhanced by the nonlinearities may be diﬀerent from that for the one
component case [91].

10.9 Segregation in Granular Binary Mixtures:
Thermal Diﬀusion
The analysis of the linearized hydrodynamic equations for a granular binary
mixture has shown that the resulting equations exhibit a long-wavelength
instability for d of the modes. These instabilities lead to the spontaneous formation of velocity vortices and density clusters when the system evolves freely.
A phenomenon related with the density clustering is the separation or species
segregation. Segregation and mixing of dissimilar grains is perhaps one of the
most interesting problems in agitated granular mixtures. In some processes
it is a desired and useful eﬀect to separate particles of diﬀerent types, while
in other situations it is undesired and can be diﬃcult to control. A variety
of mechanisms have been proposed to describe the separation of particles of
two sizes in a mixture of vertically shaken particles. Diﬀerent mechanisms
include void ﬁlling, static compressive force, convection, condensation, thermal diﬀusion, interstitial gas forcing, friction, and buoyancy [92]. However,
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in spite of the extensive literature published in the past few years on this
subject, the problem is not completely understood yet. Among the diﬀerent
competing mechanisms, thermal diﬀusion becomes one of the most relevant
at large shaking amplitude where the sample of macroscopic grains resembles
a granular gas. In this regime, binary collisions prevail and kinetic theory can
be quite useful to analyze the physical mechanisms involved in segregation
processes.
Thermal diﬀusion is caused by the relative motion of the components of a
mixture because of the presence of a temperature gradient. Due to this motion,
concentration gradients subsequently appear in the mixture producing diﬀusion that tends to oppose those gradients. A steady state is ﬁnally achieved
in which the separation eﬀect arising from thermal diﬀusion is compensated
by the diﬀusion eﬀect. In these conditions, the so-called thermal diﬀusion factor Λij characterizes the amount of segregation parallel to the temperature
gradient. In this section, the thermal diﬀusion factor is determined from the
Chapman–Enskog solution described before.
To make some contact with experiments, let us assume that the binary
granular mixture is in the presence of the gravitational ﬁeld g = −gêz , where
g is a positive constant and êz is the unit vector in the positive direction of the
z axis. In experiments [70], the energy is usually supplied by vibrating horizontal walls so that the system reaches a steady state. Here, instead of considering
oscillating boundary conditions, particles are assumed to be heated by the action of the stochastic driving force (10.30), which mimics a thermal bath. As
said above, although the relation between this driven idealized method with
the use of locally driven wall forces is not completely understood, it must be
remarked that in the case of boundary conditions corresponding to a sawtooth
vibration of one wall, the condition to determine the temperature ratio coincides with the one derived from the stochastic force [63]. The good agreement
between theory and simulation found in Fig. 10.1 for the temperature ratio
conﬁrms this expectation.
The thermal diﬀusion factor Λij (i = j) is deﬁned at the steady state in
which the mass ﬂuxes ji vanish. Under these conditions, the factor Λij is given
through the relation [93]
−Λij ∇ ln T =

1
∇xi ,
xi xj

Λij + Λji = 0.

(10.111)

The physical meaning of Λij can be described by considering a granular binary
mixture held between plates at diﬀerent temperatures T (top plate) and T 
(bottom plate) under gravity. For concreteness, we will assume that gravity
and thermal gradient point in parallel directions, i.e., the bottom is hotter
than the top (T  > T ). In addition, without loss of generality, we also assume
that σ1 > σ2 . In the steady state, Eq. (10.111) describes how the thermal ﬁeld
is related to the composition of the mixture. Assuming that Λ12 is constant
over the relevant ranges of temperature and composition, integration of Eq.
(10.111) yields
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x1 x2
T
,
(10.112)
= Λ12 ln

x2 x1
T
where xi refers to the mole fraction of species i at the top plate and xi refers
to the mole fraction of species i at the bottom plate. Consequently, according
to Eq. (10.112), if Λ12 > 0, then x1 < x1 , while if Λ12 < 0, then x1 > x1 .
In summary, when Λ12 > 0, the larger particles accumulate at the top of the
sample (cold plate), while if Λ12 < 0, the larger particles accumulate at the
bottom of the sample (hot plate). The former situation is referred to as the
Brazil-nut eﬀect (BNE) while the latter is called the reverse Brazil-nut eﬀect
(RBNE).
The RBNE was ﬁrst observed by Hong et al. [94] in MD simulations of
vertically vibrated systems. They proposed a very simple segregation criterion that was later conﬁrmed by Jenkins and Yoon [95, 96] by using kinetic
theory. More recently, Breu et al. [97] have experimentally investigated conditions under which the large particles sink to the bottom and claim that
their experiments conﬁrm the theory of Hong et al. [94] provided a number of
conditions are chosen carefully. In addition to the vertically vibrated systems,
some works have also focused in the last few years on horizontally driven
systems showing some similarities to the BNE and its reverse form [98]. However, it is important to note that the criterion given in [94] is based on some
drastic assumptions: elastic particles, homogeneous temperature, and energy
equipartition. These conditions preclude a comparison of the kinetic theory
derived here with the above simulations.
Some theoretical attempts to assess the inﬂuence of non-equipartition on
segregation have been recently published. Thus, Trujillo et al. [99] have derived
an evolution equation for the relative velocity of the intruders starting from
the kinetic theory proposed by Jenkins and Yoon [95, 96], which applies for
weak dissipation. They use constitutive relations for partial pressures that
take into account the breakdown of energy equipartition between the two
species. However, the inﬂuence of temperature gradients, which exist in the
vibro-ﬂuidized regime, is neglected in [99] because it is assumed that the
pressure and temperature are constant in the absence of the intruder. A more
reﬁned theory has recently been provided by Brey et al. [71, 72] in the case
of a single intruder in a vibrated granular mixture under gravity. The theory
displayed in this section covers some of the aspects not accounted for in the
previous theories [71, 72, 95, 96, 99] since it is based on a kinetic theory [35]
that goes beyond the quasielastic limit [95, 96, 99] and applies for arbitrary
composition x1 (and so, it reduces to the results obtained in [71, 72] when
x1 → 0). This allows one to assess the inﬂuence of composition and dissipation
on thermal diﬀusion in bi-disperse granular gases without any restriction on
the parameter space of the system.
To determine the dependence of the coeﬃcient Λ12 on the parameters of
the mixture, we consider a non-convecting (u = 0) steady state with only gradients along the vertical direction (z-axis). In this case, the mass balance equation (10.12) yields j1 = j2 = 0, while the momentum equation (10.13) gives
ln
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∂p
= −ρg.
∂z

(10.113)

To ﬁrst order in the spatial gradients, the constitutive equation for the mass
ﬂux j1,z is given by Eq. (10.35), i.e.,
j1,z = −

ρ
ρ ∂T
∂p
m1 m2 n ∂x1
D
− Dp
− D
,
ρ
∂z
p
∂z
T
∂z

(10.114)

where the susceptibility coeﬃcient χij = 0 in the particular case of the gravitational force. The condition j1,z = 0 yields
ρ3
Dp
ρ2 D ∂T
∂x1
=
g−
,
∂z
m1 m2 np D
m1 m2 p D ∂z

(10.115)

where use has been made of Eq. (10.113). Substitution of Eq. (10.115) into
Eq. (10.111) leads to
nρ2 D − Dp g ∗
Λ12 =
,
(10.116)
ρ1 ρ2
D
where
g∗ ≡

ρg
<0
n (∂T /∂z)

(10.117)

is the reduced gravity acceleration. Since the mutual diﬀusion coeﬃcient D
is positive [35, 74], the sign of Λ12 is determined by the sign of the quantity
D − Dp g ∗ . This result is general since it goes beyond the regime of density
considered.
To gain some insight into the explicit dependence of D and Dp on the
parameter space of the system, one has to resort to a kinetic theory description. For a low-density gas, the expressions of the coeﬃcients D and Dp in
the ﬁrst Sonine approximation are given by


x2
γ
ρ1 p

−1 ,
(10.118)
D = 0, Dp = 2
ρ ν x2 + x1 γ μ
where ν is the (positive) collision frequency [74]
ν=

2π (d−1)/2 d−1
  nσ12 v0 (1 + α12 )
dΓ d2



θ1 + θ2
θ1 θ2

1/2
(x2 μ21 + x1 μ12 ) .

(10.119)

Given that the driving stochastic term does not play a neutral role in the
transport, it must be remarked that the expressions for the transport coeﬃcients obtained in the driven case slightly diﬀer from the ones derived in the
free cooling case [35, 74].
Consequently, according to Eqs. (10.116) and (10.118), the sign of Λ12 is
the same as that of the pressure diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dp . The condition Λ12 = 0
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(or equivalently, Dp = 0) provides the criterion for the transition from BNE
to RBNE. Equation (10.118) shows that the sign of Dp is determined by the
value of the control parameter
θ≡

m2 T 1
γ
=
.
μ
m1 T 2

(10.120)

This parameter gives the mean square velocity of the large particles relative
to that of the small particles. Thus, when θ > 1 (θ < 1), the thermal diﬀusion
factor is positive (negative), which leads to BNE (RBNE). The criterion for
the transition condition from BNE to RBNE is θ = 1, i.e.,
T1
m1
=
.
m2
T2

(10.121)

In the case of equal granular temperatures (energy equipartition), θ → μ−1
and so segregation is predicted for particles that diﬀer in mass, no matter
what their diameters may be [95, 96]. It must be remarked that, due to the
lack of energy equipartition, the condition θ = 1 is rather complicated since
it involves all the parameter space of the system. In particular, even when
the species diﬀer only by their respective coeﬃcients of restitution they also
segregate when subject to a temperature gradient. This is a novel pure eﬀect of
inelasticity on segregation [41, 100]. On the other hand, the criterion (10.121)
for the transition BNE⇐⇒RBNE is the same as the one found previously
in [99] when αij is close to 1 and in [71, 72] in the intruder limit case (x1 → 0).
However, as said before, the results obtained here are more general since they
cover all the range of the parameter space of the system.
To illustrate size segregation driven by thermal diﬀusion, we consider mixtures constituted by spheres (d = 3) of the same material and equal total
volumes of large and small particles. In this case, m1 /m2 = (σ1 /σ2 )3 and
x2 /x1 = (σ1 /σ2 )3 . Figure 10.8 shows the phase diagram BNE/RBNE for this
kind of systems. The data points represent the simulation results obtained by
Schröter et al. [70] for α = 0.78 in agitated mixtures constituted by particles of the same density. To the best of my knowledge, this is one of the few
experiments in which thermal diﬀusion has been isolated from the remaining segregation mechanisms [92]. Our results show that, for a given value of
the coeﬃcient of restitution, the RBNE is dominant at small diameter ratios.
However, since nonequipartition grows with increasing diameter ratio, the
system shows a crossover to BNE at suﬃciently large diameter ratios. This
behavior agrees qualitatively well with the results reported in [70] at large
shaking amplitudes, where thermal diﬀusion becomes the relevant segregation mechanism. At a quantitative level, we observe that the results are also
consistent with the simulation results reported in [70] when periodic boundary conditions are used to suppress convection since they do not observe a
change back to BNE for diameter ratios up to 3 (see red squares in Fig. 10.11
of [70]). Although the parameter range explored in MD simulations is smaller
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α
Fig. 10.8. Phase diagram for BNE/RBNE for mixtures constituted by spheres (d =
3) of the same mass density and equal total volumes of large and small particles. The
data points represent the MD simulation results [70] for α = 0.78 when convection
is suppressed. Points below (above) the curve correspond to RBNE (BNE)

than the one analyzed here, one is tempted to extrapolate the simulation data
presented in [70] to roughly predict the transition value of the diameter ratio
at α = 0.78 (which is the value of the coeﬃcient of restitution considered in
the simulations). Thus, if one extrapolates from the simulation data at the
diameter ratios of σ1 /σ2 = 2 and σ1 /σ2 = 3, one sees that the transition from
RBNE to BNE might be around σ1 /σ2 = 10, which would quantitatively agree
with the results reported in Fig. 10.8. Figure 10.8 also shows that the BNE is
completely destroyed in the quasielastic limit (α  1).
Let us now investigate the inﬂuence of composition on segregation. Figure 10.9 shows a typical phase diagram in the three-dimensional case for
αij ≡ α = 0.7 and three diﬀerent values of the mole fraction x1 . The lines separate the regimes between BNE and RBNE. We observe that the composition
of the mixture has signiﬁcant eﬀects in reducing the BNE as the concentration
of larger particles increases. In addition, for a given value of composition, the
transition from BNE to RBNE may occur following two paths: (i) along the
constant mass ratio m2 /m1 with increasing size ratio σ1 /σ2 , and (ii) along
the constant size ratio with increasing mass ratio m2 /m1 . The inﬂuence of
dissipation on the phase diagrams BNE/RBNE is illustrated in Fig. 10.10 for
d = 3 in the case of an equimolar mixture (x1 = 12 ) and three values of the
(common) coeﬃcient of restitution α. We observe that the role played by inelasticity is quite important since the regime of RBNE increases signiﬁcantly
with dissipation. Similar results are found for other values of composition.
In summary, thermal diﬀusion (which is the relevant segregation mechanism in agitated granular mixtures at large shaking amplitudes) can be analyzed by the Boltzmann kinetic theory. This theory is able to explain some of
the experimental and/or MD segregation results [70] observed within the range
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Fig. 10.9. Phase diagram for BNE/RBNE in three dimensions for αij = 0.7 and
three values of composition: (a) x1 = 0, (b) x1 = 0.3, and (c) x1 = 0.7. Points below
(above) each curve correspond to RBNE (BNE)

of parameter space explored. A more quantitative comparison in the dilute
regime with MD simulations is needed to show the relevance of the Boltzmann
equation to analyze segregation driven by a thermal gradient. As said before,
comparison with MD simulations in the tracer limit case (x1 → 0) [71, 72]
for a dilute gas has shown the reliability of the inelastic Boltzmann equation
to describe segregation. In this context, one expects that the same agreement
observed before in the intruder case [71, 72] is maintained when x1 is diﬀerent
from zero.

Fig. 10.10. Phase diagram for BNE/RBNE in three dimensions for x1 = 1/2 and
three values of the (common) coeﬃcient of restitution: (a) α = 0.9, (b) α = 0.8, and
(c) α = 0.5. Points below (above) each curve correspond to RBNE (BNE)
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10.10 Steady States: Uniform Shear Flow
In the preceding sections, the Navier–Stokes equations (constitutive equations that are linear in the hydrodynamic gradients) have been shown to be
quite useful to describe appropriately several problems in granular mixtures.
However, under some circumstances large gradients occur and more complex
constitutive equations are required. The need for more complex constitutive
equations does not signal a breakdown of hydrodynamics [101], only a failure
of the Navier–Stokes approximation [102]. Although in this case the ChapmanEnskog method can be carried out to second order in gradients (Burnett order), it is likely that failure of the Navier-Stokes description signals the need
for other methods to construct the normal solution that are not based on a
small gradient expansion.
One of the most interesting problems in granular ﬂuids is the simple or
uniform shear ﬂow (USF) [13, 42]. As described in Sect. 10.5, this state is
characterized by uniform density and temperature and a simple shear with
the local velocity ﬁeld given by u1,x = u2,x = ay, uy = uz = 0, where a is
the constant shear rate. The USF is a well-known nonequilibrium problem
widely studied, for both granular [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113] and
conventional [57, 114] gases. However, the nature of this state is quite diﬀerent
in both systems since a steady state is achieved for granular ﬂuids when viscous
(shear) heating is compensated for by energy dissipation in collisions:
d
aPxy = − nT ζ.
2

(10.122)

This steady state is what we want to analyze in this section. The balance
equation (10.122) shows the intrinsic connection between the shear ﬁeld and
dissipation in the system. This contrasts with the description of USF for elastic
ﬂuids where a steady state is not possible unless an external thermostat is introduced [57]. Note that the hydrodynamic steady shear ﬂow state associated
with the condition (10.122) is inherently beyond the scope of the Navier–
Stokes or Newtonian hydrodynamic equations [58]. The reason for this is the
existence of an internal mechanism, collisional cooling, that sets the strength
of the velocity gradient in the steady state. For normal ﬂuids, this scale is
set by external sources (boundary conditions, driving forces) that can be controlled to admit the conditions required for Navier–Stokes hydrodynamics. In
contrast, collisional cooling is ﬁxed by the mechanical properties of the particles making up the ﬂuid. This observation is signiﬁcant because it prevents
the possibility of measuring the Newtonian shear viscosity for granular ﬂuids
in the steady USF [105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113]. More generally,
it provides a caution regarding the simulation of other steady states to study
Navier–Stokes hydrodynamics when the gradients are strongly correlated to
the collisional cooling [58].
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From a microscopic point of view, the simple shear ﬂow problem becomes
spatially uniform in the local Lagrangian frame moving with the ﬂow velocity
u. In this frame [57, 115, 116], the velocity distribution functions adopt the
form: fi (r, v) → fi (V), where Vk = vk − ak r is the peculiar velocity. Here,
ak = aδkx δy . Under these conditions, the set of Boltzmann kinetic equations
(with Fi = 0) for an isolated system reads

∂
fi (V) =
Jij [V|fi , fj ] ,
∂Vx
j=1
2

−aVy

(i = 1, 2).

(10.123)

The most relevant transport properties in a shear ﬂow problem are obtained
from the pressure tensor P = P1 + P2 , where Pi is the partial pressure tensor
of the species i given by

(10.124)
dV Vk V fi (V).
Pi,k = mi
The trace of Pi deﬁnes the partial temperatures Ti as Ti = TrPi /dni .
As said before, these temperatures measure the mean kinetic energy of each
species. The elements of the pressure tensor Pi can be obtained by multiplying the Boltzmann equation (10.123) by mi VV and integrating over V. The
result is
2

Aij,k ,
(10.125)
akm Pi,m + am Pi,mk =
j=1

where we have introduced the collisional moments Aij as

Aij,k = mi dVVk V Jij [V|fi , fj ].

(10.126)

From Eq. (10.125), in particular, one gets the balance equation for the partial
temperature Ti
d
aPi,xy = − pi ζi ,
(10.127)
2
where pi = ni Ti is the partial pressure of species i and ζi is deﬁned by Eq.
(10.10). According to Eq. (10.127), the (steady) partial temperature in the
simple shear ﬂow problem can be obtained by equating the viscous heating
term a|Pi,xy | to the collisional cooling term (d/2)pi ζi .
The determination of Aij requires the knowledge of the velocity distribution functions fi . This is quite a formidable task, even in the monocomponent
case [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. However, as in
the elastic case, one expects to get a good estimate of Aij by using Grad’s
approximation [73]:


mi
Ci,k Vk V ,
fi (V) → fi,M (V) 1 +
(10.128)
2Ti
where fi,M is a Maxwellian distribution at the temperature of the species
i, i.e.,
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fi,M (V) = ni

mi
2πTi

d/2



mi V 2
exp −
.
2Ti

(10.129)

As happens in the case of homogeneous states, in general the three temperatures T , T1 , and T2 are diﬀerent in the inelastic case. For this reason we choose
the parameters in the Maxwellians so that it is normalized to ni and provides
the exact second moment of fi . The Maxwellians fi,M for the two species can
be quite diﬀerent due to the temperature diﬀerences. This aspect is essential
in a two-temperature theory and has not been taken into account in most of
the previous studies [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107]. The
coeﬃcient Ci can be identiﬁed by requiring the moments with respect to VV
of the trial function (10.128) to be the same as those for the exact distribution
fi . This leads to
Pi
Ci =
−I
(10.130)
pi
With this approximation, the Boltzmann collisional moments Aij can be
explicitly evaluated. The result is [117, 118]

3/2
2Ti
2π (d−1)/2
2Tj
d−1
mi ni nj μji σij
Aij = −
+
(1 + αij )
dΓ (d/2)
mi
mj
 
Tj − Ti
1 − αij
1
× μji
+
I+
(mj /mi )Ti + Tj
2
1 + (mi Tj /mj Ti )


 
Ci − Cj
d+3
mi T j
+
λij Ci +
Cj
×
, (10.131)
1 + (mj Ti /mi Tj ) 2(d + 2)
mj T i
where
λij = 2μji

Tj − Ti
μji
(2d + 3 − 3αij ).
+
(mj /mi )Ti + Tj
d+3

(10.132)

The partial cooling rates ζi can be easily obtained from Eqs. (10.10) and
(10.131).
Substitution of Eq. (10.131) into the set of equations (10.125) allows one to
get the partial pressure tensor Pi in terms of the temperature ratio γ = T1 /T2
and the parameters of the mixture. The temperature ratio can be obtained
from Eq. (10.127) as
x2 ζ2 P1,xy
γ=
.
(10.133)
x1 ζ1 P2,xy
When the expressions of Pi and ζi are used in Eq. (10.133), one gets a
closed equation for the temperature ratio γ, that can be solved numerically.
In Fig. 10.11 we plot γ versus the diameter ratio σ1 /σ2 for a two-dimensional
(d = 2) granular gas with x1 = 1/2 and two diﬀerent values of α. The symbols
refer to the simulation data obtained from the DSMC method [119]. Here,
we have assumed that the disks are made of the same material, and hence
αij = α and m1 /m2 = (σ1 /σ2 )2 . The dependence of γ on σ1 /σ2 obtained in
the homogeneous steady state driven by the stochastic thermostat (10.30) is
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Fig. 10.11. Plot of the temperature ratio T1 /T2 as a function of the size ratio
σ1 /σ2 = (m1 /m2 )1/2 for a two-dimensional system in the case x1 = 1/2 and two
diﬀerent values of the (common) coeﬃcient of restitution: α = 0.9 and α = 0.8. The
solid lines are the theoretical predictions based on Grad’s solution, while the symbols
refer to the DSMC results. The dashed lines correspond to the results obtained from
the stochastic thermostat condition (10.31)

also included for comparison. It is clearly seen that the kinetic theory results
based on Grad’s solution agree very well with simulation data, even for quite
large values of the size ratio. In addition, the thermostat results overestimate
the simulation ones (especially for large mass ratio), showing that the properties of the system are not insensitive to the way at which the granular gas
is driven.
Let us now consider the transport coeﬃcients. To analyze the rheological
properties in the steady state, it is convenient to introduce dimensionless
quantities. As usual [105, 106, 107], for a low-density gas we introduce the
reduced pressure p∗ and the reduced shear viscosity η ∗ as
p∗ =

pν 2
,
ρ1 v02 a2

(10.134)

η∗ =

ην 2
,
ρ1 v02 a

(10.135)

where η = −Pxy /a is the non-Newtonian shear viscosity, Pxy = P1,xy + P2,xy ;
d−1
v0 .
and ν = [π (d−1)/2 /Γ (d/2)]nσ12
In Figs. 10.12 and 10.13, we plot p∗ and η ∗ , respectively, as functions of
the mass ratio μ = m1 /m2 for an equal-size (σ1 = σ2 ) binary mixture of disks
(d = 2) with x1 = 1/2 and α = 0.9. We have also included the predictions for
p∗ and η ∗ given by the kinetic theory but taking the expression of γ derived
when the system is driven by the stochastic thermostat [69]. We observe again
in both ﬁgures an excellent agreement between the Boltzmann theory based
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μ

Fig. 10.12. Plot of the reduced pressure p∗ versus the mass ratio μ = m1 /m2 for
a two-dimensional system with σ1 = σ2 , x1 = 1/2, and α = 0.9. The solid line
corresponds to the theoretical predictions derived from Grad’s solution, the dotted
line refers to the latter theory but using the expression of T1 /T2 obtained from the
stochastic thermostat condition (10.31), and the dashed line is the result obtained
from Grad’s solution by assuming the equality of the partial temperatures (γ = 1).
The symbols are the DSMC results

η

μ

Fig. 10.13. Plot of the reduced shear viscosity η ∗ versus the mass ratio μ = m1 /m2
for a two-dimensional system with σ1 = σ2 , x1 = 1/2, and α = 0.9. The solid line
corresponds to the theoretical predictions derived from Grad’s solution, the dotted
line refers to the latter theory but using the expression of T1 /T2 obtained from the
stochastic thermostat condition (10.31), and the dashed line is the result obtained
from Grad’s solution by assuming the equality of the partial temperatures (γ = 1).
The symbols are the DSMC results
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on Grad’s solution and the DSMC results, even for very disparate values
of the mass ratio. With respect to the inﬂuence of energy nonequipartition,
Fig. 10.12 shows that p∗ presents a non-monotonic behavior with the mass
ratio, whereas the theoretical predictions with the equipartition assumption
monotonically increase with μ. In the case of the shear viscosity, as seen in
Fig. 10.13, both theories (with and without energy nonequipartition) predict
a non-monotonic dependence of η ∗ on μ. However, at a quantitative level, the
inﬂuence of energy nonequipartition is quite signiﬁcant over the whole range
of mass ratios considered. The non-monotonic dependence of p∗ and η ∗ on μ
obtained here from the Boltzmann kinetic theory also agrees qualitatively well
with MD simulations carried out for bidisperse dense systems [105, 106, 107].
Thus, for instance, the minimum values of p∗ and η ∗ are located close to μ = 10
in both dilute and dense cases. Moreover, the predictions for the transport
properties given from the present theory by taking the stochastic thermostat
expression of γ are quite close to those obtained from the actual value of γ,
especially for large mass ratios.

10.11 Summary and Concluding Remarks
The primary objective of this review has been to derive the Navier–Stokes hydrodynamic equations of a binary mixture of granular gases from the (inelastic) Boltzmann kinetic theory. The Chapman–Enskog method [4, 73] is used
to solve the Boltzmann equation up to the ﬁrst order in the spatial gradients,
and the associated transport coeﬃcients are given in terms of the solutions of
a set of linear integral equations. These equations have been approximately
solved by taking the leading terms in a Sonine polynomial expansion. Comparison with controlled numerical simulations in some idealized conditions shows
quite a good agreement between theory and simulation even for strong dissipation. This supports the idea that the hydrodynamic description (derived
from kinetic theory) appears to be a powerful tool for analysis and predictions
of rapid ﬂow gas dynamics of polydisperse systems [12].
The reference state in the Chapman–Enskog expansion has been taken to
be an exact solution of the uniform Boltzmann equation. An interesting and
important result of this solution [21] is that the partial temperatures (which
measure the mean kinetic energy of each species) are diﬀerent. This does not
mean that there are additional degrees of freedom since the partial temperatures can be expressed in terms of the global temperature. This is conﬁrmed
by noting that Haﬀ’s cooling law [1] (in the free cooling case) is the hydrodynamic mode at long wavelengths and MD simulations conﬁrm that the global
temperature dominates after a transient period of a few collision times [63].
In this case, only the global temperature should appear among the hydrodynamic ﬁelds. Nevertheless, the species temperatures play a new and interesting
secondary role [36]. For an ordinary (molecular) gas, there is a rapid velocity
relaxation in each ﬂuid cell to a local equilibrium state on the time scale of a
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few collisions (e.g., as illustrated by the approach to Haﬀ’s law). Subsequently,
the equilibration among cells occurs via the hydrodynamic equations. In each
cell the species velocity distributions are characterized by the species temperatures. These are approximately the same due to equipartition, and the
hydrodynamic relaxation occurs for the single common temperature [73]. A
similar rapid velocity relaxation occurs for granular gases in each small cell,
but to a universal state diﬀerent from local equilibrium and one for which
equipartition no longer occurs. Hence, the species temperatures Ti are diﬀerent from each other and from the overall temperature T of the cell. Nevertheless, the time dependence of all temperatures (in the free cooling case) is the
same in this and subsequent states, i.e., they are proportional to the global
temperature. This implies that the species temperatures do not provide any
new dynamical degree of freedom at the hydrodynamic stage. However, they
still characterize the shape of the partial velocity distributions and aﬀect the
quantitative averages calculated with these distributions. The transport coefﬁcients for granular mixtures therefore have new quantitative eﬀects arising
from the time-independent temperature ratios for each species [35]. This view
contrasts with some recent works [120, 121, 122], where additional equations
for each species temperature have been included among the hydrodynamic set.
However, as mentioned before, this is an unnecessary complication, describing
additional kinetics beyond hydrodynamics that is relevant only on the time
scale of a few collisions.
Another important issue discussed here has been the applicability of the
Navier–Stokes transport coeﬃcients since their expressions are not restricted
to weak inelasticity [12]. However, the Navier–Stokes hydrodynamic equations
themselves may or may not be limited with respect to inelasticity, depending
on the particular states studied. The Chapman–Enskog method assumes that
the relative changes of the hydrodynamic ﬁelds over distances of the order
of the mean free path are small. In the case of ordinary ﬂuids this can be
controlled by the initial or boundary conditions. For granular gases the situation is more complicated since in some cases (e.g., steady states such as the
simple shear ﬂow problem [58]) the boundary conditions imply a relationship
between dissipation and gradients so that both cannot be chosen independently. In these cases, the Navier–Stokes approximation only holds for nearly
elastic particles. However, the transport coeﬃcients characterizing the Navier–
Stokes hydrodynamic equations are nonlinear functions of the coeﬃcients of
restitution, regardless the applicability of those equations.
In spite of the above cautions, the Navier–Stokes approximation is appropriate and accurate for a wide class of ﬂows. One group refers to spatial
perturbations of the homogeneous cooling state (HCS) for an isolated system. Both MD and DSMC simulations [7] have conﬁrmed the dependence
of the Navier–Stokes transport coeﬃcients on the coeﬃcient of restitution,
and application of the Navier–Stokes hydrodynamics with these coeﬃcients
to describe cluster formation has also been conﬁrmed quantitatively [91]. The
same kinetic theory results apply to driven systems as well. This is so since the
reference state is a local HCS whose parameters vary throughout the system
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to match the physical values in each cell. Examples include application of
Navier–Stokes hydrodynamics from kinetic theory to symmetry breaking and
density/temperature proﬁles in vertical vibrated gases, for comparison with
simulation [123, 124]. Similar comparison with Navier–Stokes hydrodynamics of the latter and of supersonic ﬂow past a wedge in real experiments has
been given [125, 126, 127, 128], showing both qualitative and quantitative
agreement. In summary, the Navier–Stokes equations with the constitutive
equations presented here remain an important and useful description for a
wide class of granular ﬂow, although more limited than for normal gases.
The explicit knowledge of the transport coeﬃcients and the cooling rate
allows one to make some applications of the Navier–Stokes hydrodynamic
equations. One of them has been to obtain the linear hydrodynamic equations for small perturbations of the homogenous cooling state. The resulting
equations exhibit a long wavelength instability for three of the modes. This
is quite similar to the case of a monocomponent granular gas [5, 84, 88], and
in fact the same modes are unstable here. The additional diﬀusion mode for
two species behaves as for a normal ﬂuid.
On the other hand, the constitutive equations for the mass and heat ﬂuxes
of a granular binary mixture diﬀer from those obtained for ordinary ﬂuids [4].
This is because the usual restrictions of irreversible thermodynamics no longer
apply. These restrictions include Onsager’s reciprocal relations among various
transport coeﬃcients and the extent to which these are violated has also been
shown here. Another application of the Navier–Stokes equations has been to
assess the violation of the Einstein relation between the diﬀusion and mobility
coeﬃcients. In the undriven case, the analysis shows that this violation is
due to three independent reasons [39]: the absence of the Gibbs state, the
cooling of the reference state, and the occurrence of diﬀerent temperatures for
the particle and surrounding ﬂuid. However, when the mixture is subjected
to stochastic driving, a modiﬁed Einstein relation suggested by recent MD
simulations [82] has also been analyzed. In this case, the results show that
the deviations of the (modiﬁed) Einstein ratio from unity are in general very
small (less than 1%), in agreement with MD simulations [82].
Thermal diﬀusion becomes the relevant segregation mechanism in agitated
granular mixtures at large shaking amplitudes. In these conditions, the use of
the Boltzmann kinetic theory for low-density gases appears justiﬁed to understand the inﬂuence of thermal gradient on segregation phenomena. The thermal diﬀusion factor in a heated granular mixture has been explicitly evaluated
from the Chapman–Enskog solution to the Boltzmann equation. The results
show that the criterion for the transition Brazil-nut eﬀect ⇐⇒reverse Brazilnut eﬀect is provided by the control parameter θ = m2 T1 /m1 T2 [41, 71, 72, 99].
Given that the energy equipartition is broken, the condition θ = 1 is quite
complex since it involves all the parameters of the system: composition,
masses, sizes, and coeﬃcients of restitution. The Boltzmann kinetic theory
results agree qualitatively well with recent MD simulations [70] within the
range of parameter space analyzed.
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The hydrodynamic description also seems to be justiﬁed in the case of
steady states that are inherently beyond the scope of the Navier–Stokes hydrodynamic equations. The reason for this non-Newtonian behavior is the
existence of an internal mechanism, collisional cooling, that sets the scale of
the spatial gradients in the steady state. For ordinary ﬂuids, this scale can be
externally controlled by external sources so that the conditions for Navier–
Stokes hydrodynamics apply. On the other hand, for granular gases, collisional
cooling is ﬁxed by the mechanical properties of the particles of the system and
so the gas can depart from the Navier–Stokes description. One well-known example of steady states is the simple or uniform shear ﬂow (USF). However, in
spite of the extensive prior work on USF for granular ﬂuids [43, 44, 45, 46, 47,
48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113],
the inherent non-Newtonian character of this state has not been conveniently
taken into account. In fact, MD simulations of steady USF have been used
for granular ﬂuids to measure the Newtonian or Navier–Stokes shear viscosity. The results derived here from Grad’s solution and DSMC simulations
show that USF is an ideal testing ground for the study of rheology since any
choice of the shear rate and the coeﬃcients of restitution αij will provide nonNewtonian eﬀects. It is one of the fascinating features of granular ﬂuids that
phenomena associated with complex ﬂuids are more easily accessible than for
simple atomic ﬂuids [12, 129].
Hydrodynamics derived from hard-sphere models have found widespread
use in the description of numerous industrial processes involving solid particles. Of particular relevance are high-speed, gas-solid ﬂows as found in pneumatic conveyors (of ores, chemicals, grains, etc.) and ﬂuidized beds (for ﬂuid
catalytic cracking, power generation, granulation of pharmaceutical powders,
synthesis of ﬁne chemicals like titania, etc.). Such descriptions are now standard features of commercial and research codes. Those codes rely upon accurate transport properties, and a ﬁrst-order objective is to assure this accuracy
from a careful theoretical treatment. As shown in this review, the price of this
approach, in contrast to more phenomenological approaches, is an increasing
complexity of the expressions as the systems become more complex.
The analysis carried out in this presentation has been focused on mixtures in the dilute regime, where the collisional transfer contributions to the
transport coeﬃcients are neglected and only their kinetic contributions are
considered. A further step is to develop a theory for moderately dense granular mixtures. This will provide a fundamental basis for the application of
hydrodynamics under realistic conditions. Possible extension of the present
Boltzmann kinetic theory to higher densities can be done in the context of
the Enskog kinetic equation [73]. Preliminary results [130] have been restricted
to the uniform shear ﬂow state to get directly the shear viscosity coeﬃcient
of a heated granular mixture. The extension of this study [130] to states with
gradients of concentration, pressure, and temperature is somewhat intricate
due to subtleties associated with the spatial dependence of the pair correlations functions considered in the revised Enskog theory. A future work is to
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extend the results derived for moderately dense mixtures of smooth elastic
hard spheres [131] to inelastic collisions. This would allow us to assess the
inﬂuence of density on the diﬀerent problems addressed in this review. Of
course, the precise expressions for transport coeﬃcients in this case will be
even more complex than for a dilute gas due to the expanded parameter space.
However, this complexity is not a problem for implementation in a code.
As shown along this overview, granular mixtures exhibit a wide range of
interesting phenomena for which the Navier–Stokes hydrodynamic equations
can be considered as an accurate and practical tool. However, due to their
complexity, many of their features are not fully understood. Kinetic theory
and hydrodynamics (in the broader sense) can be expected to provide some
insight into the understanding of such complex materials.
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